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Two-stream convolutional neural networks have been widely applied to action recogni-
tion. However, two-stream networks are usually adopted to capture spatial information
and temporal information separately, which normally ignore the strong complementarity
and correlation between spatial and temporal information in videos. To solve this problem,
we propose a Spatial-Temporal Interaction Learning Two-stream network (STILT) for action
recognition. Our proposed two-stream (i.e., a spatial stream and a temporal stream) net-
work has a spatial–temporal interaction learning module, which uses an alternating co-
attention mechanism between two streams to learn the correlation between spatial fea-
tures and temporal features. The spatial–temporal interaction learning module allows
the two streams to guide each other and then generates optimized spatial attention fea-
tures and temporal attention features. Thus, the proposed network can establish the inter-
active connection between two streams, which efficiently exploits the attended spatial and
temporal features to improve recognition accuracy. Experiments on three widely used
datasets (i.e., UCF101, HMDB51 and Kinetics) show that the proposed network outperforms
the state-of-the-art models in action recognition.

� 2022 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Action recognition is a fundamental task in computer vision, which is to classify a human action in a video into a prede-
fined category. Action recognition empowers many real-world applications such as human–machine interaction, entertain-
ment, visual surveillance, video retrieval, and the autonomous driving car [5,7]. Different from static images, videos usually
contain cluttered backgrounds, camera motions, illumination conditions and intra/inter-class variations [8,9]. Due to signif-
icant camera motions and background noises, motion features cannot be accurately extracted [10–12,22]. Other object-
related issues such as pose variations and movement speeds can also be the challenges that prohibit most action recognition
approaches from being used in outdoor practical environments [15].

Conventional action recognition approaches usually contain two modules which are a feature representation module and
a classifier [37]. The feature representation module converts a video into a series of feature vectors and the classifier infers an
action class from the generated feature vectors [37]. Hand-crafted feature representation-based approaches [27,37,40] pre-
define the parameters by experts. Although hand-crafted feature representation-based approaches [27,37] have achieved
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great success in action recognition, these approaches required significant experts works and professional knowledge. How-
ever, this approach [37] cannot capture long-term duration information in videos. To capture features for motion trajectories,
Yan et al. [44] developed a hierarchical spatiotemporal approach for video classification, which captured trajectories by
matching corresponding scale-invariant feature transform points on adjacent frames. In addition, this kind of approach does
not show good accuracy on large action recognition datasets.

Deep neural network based approaches [13,19,40,45,48,50] have obtained high attention due to the powerful ability to
extract discriminative features with high abstraction and invariance from large-scale raw data. Recent deep neural
network-based approaches [15,23,36,49,50] have achieved highly accurate performances on public action recognition
datasets.

Recently, a two-stream convolutional neural network [30] has achieved a great performance in action recognition, which
contains two separate streams (i.e., a spatial stream and a temporal stream). The spatial stream learns spatial information
from consecutive RGB video frames, while the temporal stream learns motion information from consecutive optical flow
frames [30]. The classification result is obtained via the fusion of the respective softmax layer. Inspired by [30], some
approaches [33,35,38] proposed to adopt two independent networks to extract spatial and temporal information in videos.
Although achieving better accuracy than [30], these approaches [33,35,42] learn spatial and temporal features separately.
However, the natural relationship between spatial and temporal information offers complementary clues to represent the
same action category [30]. Thus, the spatial and temporal information should be modelled collaboratively to boost feature
learning, and an interaction method should be utilized between two streams.

The attention mechanism is first proposed for neural machine translation [1] and has become a well-known concept,
which is a beneficial tool in deep neural networks. The attention mechanism is inspired by how humans focus on different
areas of an image or correlated words in a sentence [1,11]. Attention mechanisms have been widely introduced to machine
translation, video processing, speech classification, and many other tasks [3,16–18].

To address the issue of the lack of interaction between the two streams, we propose a spatial–temporal interaction learn-
ing two-stream network for action recognition. Our proposed network contains two streams, which extract frames features
and optical flow features respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, the spatial–temporal interaction learning module is proposed to
establish the interaction between two streams to generate optimized spatial attention features and temporal attention fea-
tures by utilizing an alternating co-attention operation. In other words, the proposed network can jointly perform optical
flow guided attention and RGB video frames guided attention.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

� We propose a novel Spatial-temporal Interaction Learning Two-stream network (STILT) for action recognition to jointly
extract discriminative and complementary spatial and temporal features to enhance feature modelling.
Fig. 1. The structure of the proposed spatial–temporal interaction learning two-stream (STILT) model for action recognition.
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� Three standard action recognition benchmarks (i.e., UCF101, HMDB 51 and Kinetics-400) have been used for comparison
experiments to display the significant performance of the proposed STILT network. The experimental results demonstrate
that the STILT network achieves comparable results compared with several state-of-the-art approaches.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, various approaches related to ours are reviewed. Our proposed
STILT network is described in Section 3. Experimental results and analyses are shown in Section 4. Finally, we make conclu-
sions in Section 5.
2. Related works

The related works are introduced in this section. The existing action recognition approaches based on two-stream net-
works are reviewed in Section 2.1. Then the attention mechanism-based approaches are reviewed in Section 2.2.
2.1. Deep features based approaches for action recognition

Recently, deep learning has presented its strong ability in feature representation, which can model the discriminative and
robust features in computer vision. Based on the different structures, we summarize the deep learning-based approaches
into three categories, which are multi-stream networks, spatial–temporal networks, and hybrid networks. The summariza-
tions of these three categories are shown in Table 1.

The multiple stream networks [7,9,10,33,35,39,46,49] adopt multiple CNNs to extract features from different modalities
(e.g., RGB frames, optical flow frames, saliency maps and audio) in videos. Simonyan et al. [30] proposed a successful work
based on the two-stream hypothesis, which contains two separate streams that learn features from RGB frames and flow
frames respectively. The two-stream CNN [30] fused the prediction of the two streams directly, which ignored the long-
term motion information in videos. Thus, Girdhar et al. [12] developed a spatial–temporal aggregation model for action
recognition, which achieved video-level aggregated features to capture long-term dependency. The proposed pooling layer
(ActionVLAD) could aggregate convolutional features among different video frames to represent the entire video. Later, Diba
et al. [5] proposed a deep temporal linear encoding approach for video classification, which aggregated spatial features and
temporal features from the entire video and then encoded the aggregation information into a compact low dimensional fea-
ture representation. However, the feature encoding module ignored the spatiotemporal information in videos. Thus, Duta
et al. [8] proposed a spatial–temporal vector-based approach for action recognition, which built a deep feature representa-
tion module to incorporate the CNN features on the entire video. The proposed max-pooling layer organized features based
on the correlation of features and then performed max-pooling on the positions of features to implement spatial–temporal
encoding.

In the conventional two-stream CNN [30], there was a gap between the output of the spatial network and that of the tem-
poral network, which indicated the two-stream CNN was incapable of distinguishing the different contributions of each
stream to the final prediction. The accuracy of a temporal stream was better than the accuracy of a spatial stream. Therefore,
Feichtenhofer et al. [10] developed a fusion function-based model for action recognition, which inserted fusion layers
between two streams to make full use of temporal information. Later, Feichtenhofer et al. [9] proposed a spatio-temporal
multiplier network for video classification, which added residual skip connections from the spatial network to the temporal
network and allowed spatial features to be multiplicatively scaled by temporal features. Tran et al. [33] developed a flow-
guided two-stream model for action recognition, which injected a cross-linked layer from the output of the temporal stream
to the input of the spatial stream. The injected layer could help the spatial stream to concentrate on the saliency area of the
action rather than the background.

Apart from video frames and optical flow, Wu et al. [41] further exploited audio information to enhance the action recog-
nition accuracy. Wang et al. [35] developed a three-stream CNN for video classification, which consists of a spatial stream, a
local temporal stream and a global temporal stream that learns frame features, flow features and motion stacked difference
image (MSDI) features respectively. Later, Wang et al. [39] developed a four-stream model for video classification, which
contains a video saliency stream, a spatial stream, a temporal stream, and an audio stream.

Spatial-temporal networks [5,6,13,19,28,50] were straightforward extensions of 2D CNNs as they extract temporal fea-
tures by 3D convolutions. Du et al. [6] proposed a C3D model for action recognition, which only contains 5 convolutional
Table 1
Summarizations of deep networks.

Categories Summarizations

Multi-stream
networks

Utilize multiple CNNs to extract features from different modalities (e.g., RGB frames, optical flow frames, saliency maps and
audio) in videos.

Spatial-temporal
networks

Utilize 3D CNNs as the backbone of feature extractor, which considers both spatial and temporal information.

Hybrid networks Adopt LSTM behind CNNs to aggregate temporal information as a hybrid network, which captures long-range dependencies.
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layers, 5 max-pooling layers, 2 fully connected layers, and a softmax loss layer. One main limitation of 3D CNN is that they
usually have a mass of parameters, which are constrained by the machine storage limit and computing abilities.

Another way to extract temporal features is to adopt recurrent neural networks (RNNs) after the CNNs, such as LSTM, to
build hybrid networks [2,4]. These hybrid networks take the advantage of both CNNs and RNNs and thus capture long-range
dependencies over video frames. Donahue et al. [4] adopted LSTM to learn the time series of frame features extracted by 2D
CNNs. The recurrence properties of LSTM allowed the model to generate textual descriptions in variable lengths and recog-
nize the actions.

However, these approaches process the feature representation of spatial and temporal information independently, which
ignores the correlations between them. According to [30], the spatial information from video frames and temporal informa-
tion from frame sequences are both essential in the video, which are two complementary factors to symbolize an action
class. To help the spatial information and temporal information to boost each other and make use of the complementarity
between spatial and temporal information, we propose a spatial–temporal interaction learning module. The proposed mod-
ule can collectively extract the spatial and temporal features by the feature interaction, as well as enhance the feature
representation.

2.2. Attention mechanisms

The attention mechanism was first developed for machine translation, which could allow a network to focus on the key
information in each set of inputs. The calculation of the attention mechanism was quantified via learned weights and the
results were generally obtained as a weighted average [1]. Bahdanau et al. [1] developed a soft attention mechanism-
based model for neural language processing, which could learn the alignment weights between raw texts and target words.
Cheng et al. [2] proposed a self-attention/intra-attention mechanism-based approach for machine-reading, which learned
the correlation between the current words and the previous part of the sentence. The self-attention mechanism has been
broadly applied in machine reading, abstractive summarization and image description generation [1–3,7,17].

Benefitting from the inherent advantages of attention mechanisms for learning sequential data, many attention
mechanism-based approaches are proposed for action recognition. Sharma et al. [29] developed a visual attention
mechanism-based model for action recognition, which could essentially learn which parts of the video frames were related
to the action recognition and attached greater attention to them. Yan et al. [44] proposed a hierarchical multi-scale
attention-based approach for action recognition, which could capture the most relevant information from the inputs and
enhance the relationship between the inputs and outputs.

Later, Du et al. [7] developed a recurrent spatial–temporal attention-based approach for video classification, which could
concentrate on the key action regions around the objects in video frames. A spatial–temporal attention-based approach [41]
is proposed for action recognition, which could learn the deep feature representation and characterize the efficient informa-
tion at both RGB frames and flow frames, respectively. Dai et al. [3] proposed an attention-based two-stream based approach
for action recognition, which could focus on the key information of the video frames and pay different degrees of attention to
the outputs of each CNN feature map.

Ji et al. [18] developed a cross-attention siamese model for video salient object detection, which integrated a bi-direction
cross-attention module into an encoder-decoder mode under the siamese network. This type of bi-direction cross-attention
mechanism tries to extract saliency coherency based on the spatial–temporal pixelwise relation between two sequential RGB
video frames. This is different from the co-attention mechanism in our proposed spatial–temporal interaction learning mod-
ule, which aims to learn the correlation between RGB video frames and the optical flow frames over the same action. More-
over, cross-attention was adopted in a siamese structure [18], which processed the same input modality and calculated by
the element-wise production between the attended features of frame t and frame t + 1. This is different from the input fea-
tures of co-attention in our two-stream network, which confronts two different types of input features (i.e., frames features
and flow features) and sequentially alternates between generating frame and flow attentions.

However, the existing attention mechanism-based two-stream approaches mainly focus on key information in video
frames, while ignoring the coexistence relationship between two streams. Therefore, we propose a spatial–temporal inter-
action learning two-stream network (STILT) for action recognition, which establishes an interaction method between two
streams by adopting an alternating co-attention operation.

2.3. Weighted score fusion

In recent years, different fusion strategies have shown remarkable performances in many tasks such as video retrieval,
speech recognition, and cryptosystems. The fusion strategies were largely focused on three levels, which are the feature
level, score level, and decision level. According to [43], the classifier-based score fusion had more power to exploit the mul-
tisource information among these three strategies. Xu et al. [43] developed an adaptive weighted fusion approach for image
classification, which could automatically determine optimal weights. Li et al. [24] proposed an adaptive weighted fusion-
based semi-supervised learning model for image annotation, which used the adaptive weighted fusion to evaluate the reli-
ability of the pseudo-labels of the unlabeled data thus the new samples can be chosen more dependably. Later, Wang et al.
[34] adopted an adaptive weighted fusion strategy for object detection to learn key features of channels while dropping
redundant information and outstanding target features. Inspired by these fusion strategies, we propose to adaptively learn
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different softmax score fusion weights of spatial and temporal information for each action class to evaluate different contri-
butions of spatial information and temporal information to improve the performance.

3. Proposed STILT model

We present the details of our proposed spatial–temporal interaction learning two-stream (STILT) network, which con-
tains two identical networks: a spatial network and a temporal network. As shown in Fig. 2, the input videos are first divided
into RGB video frames and optical flow frames for modelling spatial and temporal features. The spatial–temporal interaction
learning module utilizes an alternating co-attention mechanism to help spatial information and temporal information to
guide each other. Finally, we utilize an adaptively weighted fusion to fuse the softmax score of each stream for different
video categories.

In Section 3.1, we present the overall architecture of our proposed STILT network. The detailed interaction learning mod-
ule is introduced in Section 3.2. The adaptively weighted fusion method is presented in Section 3.3.

3.1. Our proposed STILT

Video usually includes spatial and temporal dimensions, which are two complementary cues to represent the specific
action class. As shown in [12], independently modelling spatial and temporal features is not sufficient to completely capture
important clues offered by spatial and temporal information for action recognition. Therefore, a spatial–temporal interaction
learning module is proposed to take the spatial and temporal features extracted by CNNs as input and processes interaction
learning in an alternate mode to explore the complementary cues between spatial and temporal features. The proposed
module adopts an alternating co-attention mechanism and allows the spatial stream and temporal stream to guide each
other, which generates spatial attention features and temporal attention features.

As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed model is constructed based on a residual network in which we make several modifica-
tions to extract features in videos. The proposed model consists of two separate streams (i.e., a spatial stream and a temporal
stream), which take RGB video frames and consecutive optical flow frames as inputs, respectively. We add a spatial–tempo-
ral interaction learning module after the last pooling layer in the original ResNet-50. The proposed spatial–temporal inter-
action learning module also consists of an alternating co-attention block, two fully connected layers and two softmax loss
layers. Then, we adopted an adaptively weighted fusion layer to take the generated softmax score as the input to compute
the final prediction score.

3.2. Spatial-temporal interaction learning module

As shown in Fig. 2, we propose a spatial–temporal interaction learning module to take the extracted spatial and temporal
features as input and processes interaction learning in an alternate mode to explore the complementarity between them. The
module is consisting of an alternating co-attention block, two fully connected layers, and two softmax layers. Specifically, the
Fig. 2. The architecture of the proposed spatial–temporal interaction learning two-stream (STILT).
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alternating co-attention layer is utilized to accomplish the alternate optimizations and then generate spatial attention fea-
tures and temporal attention features. The two softmax layers are utilized to output classification scores of the spatial stream
and the temporal stream. As shown in Fig. 2, the spatial–temporal interaction learning module allows the learned spatial
information to perform the optimization of temporal information, and vice versa.

In the spatial–temporal interaction learning module, we sequentially alternate between spatial features and temporal
features. Specifically, the operation includes three steps which are marked in Fig. 2:

� Summarizing the spatial features into a single vector.
� Attending to the temporal features based on the summarized vector.
� Attending to the spatial features based on the attended temporal features.

Specifically, in frame h, the spatial features S ¼ S1; � � � ; Snf g are used to perform the optimization of temporal features
T ¼ T1; � � � ; Tnf }. An attention operation M ¼ A K; gð Þ, is defined, which takes the spatial features and temporal features K
and attention guidance g, derived from frames or optical flows as inputs, and outputs the attended spatial or temporal fea-
ture vector. By adopting the spatial–temporal interaction learning module, we obtain:
H ¼ tanh WkK þ Wgg
� �

1T
� �

; ð1Þ

ak ¼ softmax wT
hkH

� �
; ð2Þ

O ¼
X

ak
i ki; ð3Þ
where 1 denotes a vector with all elements of 1. Wk, Wg and whk are the weight parameters; ak stands for the learned atten-
tion weights of feature matrix K. The structure of the alternating co-attention layer is shown in Fig. 2:

� In step 1, K = S, and g is 0.
� In step 2, K = T, and T is the temporal features, and the guidance g is the intermediate attended spatial feature bx from step
1.

� In step 3, K = S and g=bt , we use the attended temporal bt as the guidance to attend to the spatial features again.

The proposed spatial–temporal interaction learning module obtains the optimization of spatial features and temporal fea-
tures by learning the powerful complementary clues between spatial information and temporal information. The optimiza-
tion operation in the proposed spatial–temporal interaction learning module is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Spatial-temporal interaction learning module.

Input: The spatial features and temporal features learned from the RGB frames and flow frames, which are indicated as
S= {S1; � � � ; Sn} and T= T1; � � � ; Tnf }, respectively.

Output: The optimized (attended) spatial features bs and temporal features bt .
1. Initializing optimization parameters on spatial features as as and all the k elements are set to 1/k.
2. Repeat.
3. Summarizing the spatial features S into a matrix Ls ¼

P
asi si:

4. Optimizing the temporal features applying Ls by Equ. (1) and (2) and obtaining the optimization parameters at on the
temporal features.

5. Summarizing the temporal features T into a matrix LT ¼ P
ati ti

6. Optimizing the spatial features using LT , and obtaining the optimization parameters as on the spatial features.
7. Until. The loss functions converge.
8. Return. The spatial attended features bs ¼ STas, and the temporal attended features bt ¼ TTat .

3.3. Adaptively weighted fusion

According to [28], spatial information and temporal information make different contributions to each action class. For
example, some action classes do not show salient motion areas, such as ‘‘laugh” and ‘‘chew”, which can be recognized only
from spatial information. There are some action classes (e.g., ‘‘walk” and ‘‘jump”) that have a salient motion area and tem-
poral information is important for recognizing them. Thus, instead of simply summing up the softmax prediction scores of
the spatial stream and the temporal stream, we use adaptively weighted fusion to perform the fusion weights of the spatial
stream and the temporal stream for different action classes.

Specifically, we define the softmax score of the x-th training data in the y-th action class as:
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Syx;1 ¼ Syx;1
T
; Syx;2

T
h iT

2 R2�N ; ð4Þ
where N refers to the number of action classes. Syx;n 2 R1�N indicates the softmax score of the n-th stream for x-th training

data in the y-th class. The fusion weight matrix for the y-th class is Wy ¼ wy;1;wy;2
� �

. The fusion weight matrix of each class
is modelled independently and to obtain the Wy, the objective function is computed as:
argmax Wy
� � ¼ Py � kMy; ð5Þ
where Py is defined as:
Py ¼
Xmy

x¼1

WyS
y
xYy: ð6Þ
wheremy denotes the number of training data in the y-th class. Yy ¼ 0; :::;1; :::0½ � 2 RN�1 means the y-th element is 1, and the
others are 0. To maximize Py, the dot product of Wy and the y-th column vector of matrix Syx should be maximized. The My is
defined as:
My ¼
XC

k¼1;k–yf g

Xmk

x¼1

WyS
k
xYy; ð7Þ
which means to maximize the dot product of the matrix Yy and the y-th column vector of Skx . The goal of Py and My is to con-
sider the relationship between correctly and non-correctly training samples for Wy. And k denotes the parameter which can
balance the weight of correctly and non-correctly training samples. The fusion weight is learned by linear programming
easily.

When dealing with test data, the softmax score of the spatial and temporal streams are calculated and stacked at first,
which is referred as:
St ¼ STt;1; S
T
t;2

h iT
2 R2�C : ð8Þ
Also, the prediction of different classes is computed by:
argmax xð Þ ¼ WxStYx: ð9Þ

For each action class, different fusion weights are considered. With adaptively weighted fusion for the spatial and tem-

poral streams, the different contributions of spatial and temporal information for each action category can be distinguished.
The final classification accuracy is decided by the highest fusion score.

4. Experiments

We evaluate our proposed spatial–temporal interaction learning two-stream (STILT) model on three widely used action
recognition benchmarks (i.e., UCF101, HMDB51 and Kinetics). Besides, we will compare our proposed STILT with several
state-of-the-art action recognition models containing the two-stream CNN based models and 3D CNN based models. Finally,
we conduct several ablation experiments to analyze the proposed STILT model.

4.1. Datasets

UCF-101. UCF-101 [32] is a popular action recognition benchmark that includes 13 k video clips from 101 action classes
(e.g., body motion, human–human interaction, and human-objects interaction). The video clips in UCF101 are selected from
YouTube which includes large variations in scales, lights, backgrounds, scales, and viewpoints. For the splits of training data
and test data, we inherit the provided three train-test splits. In the experimental results, we report the final average recog-
nition accuracy over the three splits.

HMDB-51. HMDB-51 [21] is a challenging benchmark for action recognition which includes 6 k video clips categorized
into 51 human action classes. HMDB51 provided three splits for training and testing. The final result is obtained by the aver-
age of the classification results over the splits of training data and test data.

Kinetics. Kinetics 400 [20] contains around 240 K training videos and 20 K validation videos which are cropped into 10 s in
400 action classes. We report top-1 recognition results on the validation datasets. Three examples of these three datasets are
shown in Fig. 3.

4.2. Implementation details

This subsection presents the implementation details of the proposed STILT model architecture and experimental training
details.
870



Fig. 3. Three examples of the HMDB51, UCF101 and Kinetics datasets.
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Firstly, we utilize ResNet-50 [14] as a feature extractor on both spatial stream and temporal stream due to the wide appli-
cations and remarkable performance of ResNet-50 in action recognition as reported in conventional models [14]. At the
beginning of the temporal stream, the optical flow frames are pre-obtained by utilizing the TVL1 method [47] and the frames
are stored as JPEG images. The default optical flow stacked frame number L is set to 2 � 10 following [30]. The size of input
RGB frames and flow frames is cropped into 224 � 224.

Table 2 shows the feature extractor network which is constructed based on ResNet-50 [14]. The input sizes of Conv1 are
224 � 224 � 3 and 224 � 224 � 20, which denotes the size of input RGB frames and input optical flow frames, respectively.
An average pooling layer is utilized as a feature output layer. The final dimensions of both extracted spatial and temporal
features are 2048. The proposed spatial–temporal interaction learning module follows the average pooling layer to optimize
the features.

As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed spatial–temporal interaction learning module consists of an alternating co-attention
layer, two fully connected layers and softmax layers. The detailed architecture of the spatial–temporal interaction learning
Table 2
The detailed architecture of the backbone network. The down sampling is obtained by Conv3_1, Conv4_1, and Conv5_1.

Layers Input size Block information Output size

Conv1 224 � 224 � 3
224 � 224 � 20

Kernel: 7 � 7
Feature map number:64
Stride 2

112 � 112 � 64

Max-Pooling1 112 � 112 � 64 Kernel: 7 � 7
Stride 2

56 � 56 � 64

Conv2_x 56 � 56 � 64 1� 1;64
3� 3;64
1� 1;256

2
4

3
5� 3, stride 1

56 � 56 � 256

Conv3_x 56 � 56 � 256 1� 1;128
3� 3;128
1� 1;512

2
4

3
5� 4For the first convolutional layer: stride 1

For other convolutional layers: stride 2

28 � 28 � 512

Conv4_x 28 � 28 � 512 1� 1;256
3� 3;256
1� 1;1024

2
4

3
5� 6,

For the first convolutional layer: stride 1
For other convolutional layers: stride 2

14 � 14 � 1024

Conv5_x 14 � 14 � 1024 1� 1;512
3� 3;512
1� 1;2048

2
4

3
5� 3,

For the first convolutional layer: stride 1
For other convolutional layers: stride 2

7 � 7�2048

Average pooling 7 � 7�2048 Kernel: 7 � 7
Stride 1

1 � 1�2048
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module is shown in Table 3. Specifically, the spatial–temporal interaction learning module takes spatial features and tem-
poral features as inputs and optimizes them by a sequentially alternate method which is introduced in Algorithm 1.

In the training process, we use the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm with momentum (m = 0.9) to train our
proposed model, the batch size is set to 128 and the weight decay is set to 5 � 10�4 following [30]. We randomly generate
training samples from video frames in training data for data augmentation [9]. The initial learning rate is set to 10�3 and is
decreased with c = 0.1 every 10 K iterations for the UCF-101 dataset and the Kinetics dataset and every 5 K iterations for the
HMDB-51 dataset. All the training stages are stopped after 50 k iterations.
4.3. Model analysis and discussion

Our STILT approach consists of a spatial stream and a temporal stream. We represent the two streams and unite them as
‘‘Spatial”, ‘‘Temporal” and ‘‘Two-stream”, respectively. The ablation experiments are conducted to check the effect of the spa-
tial–temporal interaction learning module and adaptively weighted fusion, respectively. In Table 3, ‘‘STIL” denotes spatial–
temporal interaction learning module and ‘‘AWF” denotes adaptively weighted fusion.

Comparing the results of ‘‘Spatial”, ‘‘Temporal” and ‘‘Two-stream”, the video frame features, and the optical flow features
are complementary in action recognition. Comparing the results of ‘‘Two-stream” and ‘‘Two-stream + STIL”, we can find that
our proposed spatial–temporal interaction learning module can advance the modelling of spatial and temporal features
mutually and model the complementarity between the spatial information and the temporal information thus further
improving action recognition accuracy. In detail, the STIL module achieves promotions of 2.6% on UCF101, achieves promo-
tions of 6.4% on HMDB51, and achieves promotions of 2.5% on Kinetics.

Comparing the results of ‘‘Two-stream + STIL” and ‘‘Two-stream + STIL + AWF”, we can observe that ‘‘Two-stream + STIL +
AWF” achieve a higher classification result, which proves that it is useful to adopt the adaptively weighted fusion for spatial
stream and temporal stream. In detail, the AWF method achieves promotions of 1.5% on the UCF101 dataset, achieves pro-
motions of 3.2% on the HMDB51, and achieves promotions of 3.6% on the Kinetics dataset.

As shown in Table 4, ‘‘Two-stream + STIL + AWF” achieves the highest accuracies among the five settings, which proves
that the proposed spatial–temporal interaction learning module and adaptively weighted fusion can optimize the feature
representation for action recognition.

We further conduct the experiments to show the effectiveness of adaptively weighted fusion by applying different fusion
strategies, which are late average fusion and early fusion. Late average fusion averages the softmax prediction scores of the
spatial and the temporal stream, which is shown as ‘‘Late Ave” in Table 5. Early fusion concatenates spatial features and tem-
poral features and trains an SVM classifier for final prediction, which is denoted as ‘‘Early” in Table 5. In Table 5, ‘‘Two-str
eam + STIL + Late Ave” refers to applying spatial–temporal interaction learning module, then fused by late average fusion
method.

Compared to the results in Table 5, late average fusion and early fusion methods show lower results, because they do not
have the ability to distinguish different contributions of spatial and temporal features for different types of action classes.
‘‘Two-stream + STIL + AWL” achieves the best recognition results among all three settings, because it can distinguish differ-
ent contributions of spatial and temporal information for each action class.
4.4. Comparisons with state-of-the-art models

We compare the top-1 accuracy of our proposed STILT model with several state-of-the-art models over the three datasets
(e.g., UCF101, HMDB51, and Kinetics). Several pre-trained image classification CNNs are applied as the backbone network
(e.g., VGG-19 [31], ResNet-34 [14], and ResNet-50 [14]). The compared results are reported in Table 6. The ResNet-50 based
model achieves the best results because of the deep convolutional layers. The compared models include the two-stream
models [10,37,38], the 3D CNN models [6,28] and other very recent models [7,32,49]. The classification results are averaged
over the three splits.

We can observe that the fusion strategy in [10] is very simple. However, the powerful complementarity between spatial
and temporal information is still ignored. Besides, they miss the attended features, thus the features extracted by these mod-
els are not discriminative enough to recognize actions. Compared to the results of the compared models, our proposed STILT
achieves the best accuracy among these state-of-the-art models on two datasets (i.e., 72.1% on HMDB51, and 72.4% on Kinet-
ics). The proposed STILT also achieves 95.6% accuracy on UCF101, which only 0.3% less than AMFNet-C [25]. This is probably
because AMFNet fused the RGB frames and flows frames before the main feature learning block. Our proposed STILT model
Table 3
The detailed architecture of the spatial–temporal interaction learning module.

Layers Input size Output size

Alternating co-attention layer 2048 512
Fully connected layer 512 � 1024 –
Softmax – 1024 � the number of classes in the corresponding dataset
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Table 4
Experimental results of the spatial–temporal interaction learning module. The accuracies of model ‘‘Two-stream” and model ‘‘Two-stream + STIL” are achieved
by late average fusion.

Models UCF101 (%) HMDB51 (%) Kinetics (%)

Spatial 81.2 51.3 53.8
Temporal 83.5 52.6 56.1
Two-stream 91.5 62.5 66.3
Two-stream + STIL 94.1 68.9 68.8
Two-stream + STIL + AWF 95.6 72.1 72.4

Table 5
Experimental results on UCF101 and HMDB51 with different fusion strategies.

Methods UCF101 (%) HMDB51 (%) Kinetics (%)

Two-stream + STIL + Late Ave 94.1 68.9 68.0
Two-stream + STIL + Early 94.2 68.4 68.1
Two-stream + STIL + AWF 95.6 72.1 72.4

Table 6
Comparisons with the state-of-the-art models on UCF101, HMDB51, and Kinetics.

Models Input Modalities UCF101 (%) HMDB51 (%) Kinetics (%)

Girdhar et al. [11] RGB + others – 52.2 –
Meng et al. [26] RGB + others 87.1 53.1 –
C3D [6] RGB only + 3D CNNs 77.4 46.7 56.1
P3D-199 [28] RGB only + 3D CNNs 89.2 62.9 –
Two-stream CNN [30] RGB + optical flow 88.0 59.4 61.0
TDD [37] RGB + optical flow 90.3 63.2 –
Two-stream fusion [10] RGB + optical flow 92.5 65.4 –
TSN [38] RGB + optical flow 94.2 69.4 –
TSN Corrnet [46] RGB + optical flow 94.4 70.6 –
MSM-ResNets [49] RGB + optical flow + others 93.5 66.7 –
ARTNet-Res18 [32] RGB only 94.3 70.9 69.2
AMFNet-C [25] RGB + optical flow 95.9 71.2 71.6
RSTAN (TSN) [7] RGB + optical flow 94.6 70.5 –
STILT(VGG-19) RGB + optical flow 89.9 66.3 64.8
STILT(ResNet-34) RGB + optical flow 93.7 69.3 68.4
STILT (ResNet-50) RGB + optical flow 95.6 72.1 72.4
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can learn the powerful complementarity between video frame features and optical flow features and boost the learning by
alternating co-attention. Besides, the adaptively weighted fusion can distinguish different contributions of spatial and tem-
poral information to different action classes.

We can observe that the proposed STILT model achieves relatively lower results on the HMDB51 dataset compared with
the results on UCF101. The HMDB51 dataset is very challenging because of the various lights, uncertain camera motion, and
poor resolution, which leads to high intra-class variations. We report several correctly and non-correctly classified video
examples of the proposed STILT model on the HMDB51 dataset in Fig. 4. We can observe the low resolution of videos and
the similarity of these actions make the classification very difficult. However, our proposed STILT model shows the highest
result even on the HMDB51 dataset among 12 state-of-the-art networks, which proves its universality and effectiveness.

As shown in Fig. 5, we report the confusion matrix on the top-20 most frequent action classes in the HMDB51 dataset, in
which the columns and rows denote the action classes in HMDB51. Any classes outside the top-20 are grouped into a super-
class labelled ‘‘other”. We can observe that our STILT model achieves remarkable performance for most actions including
human–human interaction and self-body motion.
5. Conclusion

In this work, we propose a spatial–temporal interaction learning two-streammodel for action recognition, which consists
of a spatial–temporal interaction learning module, a spatial stream, a temporal stream, and an adaptively weighted fusion
layer. The spatial stream extracts the spatial features in videos from RGB frames and the temporal stream extracts the tem-
poral features in videos from optical flow frames. Then, the proposed spatial–temporal interaction learning module opti-
mized both the spatial and temporal features and mutually boosted them as discriminative features for action
recognition. Experiments on three popular action recognition datasets indicate that the STILT model performs the best result
among over twelve state-of-the-art models.
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Fig. 4. Several samples of correctly and non-correctly recognition results on HMDB51. The first row lists the label (truth) of the videos, the second row
shows the classified results obtained by our STILT model.

Fig. 5. The performance of our STILT model on the top-20 most frequent action categories on HMDB51. Any categories outside the top-20 are grouped into a
super-class labelled ‘‘other”.
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The future works will focus on two aspects. Firstly, we will concentrate on developing more efficient co-attention mech-
anisms and proposing more discriminative spatial–temporal representation methods. Secondly, we will utilize unsupervised
learning and semi-supervised learning in the proposed model, which will promote the use of massive unlabeled videos on
the Internet.
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